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STATE HICHWAY OFFICIALS
PAVING TYPE DETERMINATION AND DOCUMENTATION

The highway engineer or ,adminis trator doe not have at hi s di po 1
acceptable theoretical or rational me thod th t give an absolut ond ind i
comparison of the competitive pavement type for set condition .
Prerequisites for such an evaluation procedure would, of CQurs
things, jnvolve the development of improved scientific ~tructural d
for both rigid and flexible pavement stmctur s to render comparabl
rv
similar traffic and weather conditions.
It would also involve the availability of reliable cost accounting d8t on the
maintenence costs of the two pavemen t types for those comparable condition .
Here again factual information in complete desirable form is not pres ntly 8V ilable. Even though information is being developed thrQugh research it wi ll not b'
wholly applicable on a national basis without modifications to adjust for tl
various soil and climatic conditions encountered.
Past, current and proposed major res earch undertakings such as the Morylnnd
Road Test, the WASHO Road Test and the current AASHO Road Test r
Or h
project, and its proposed satellite projects, together with road lif and moint n~
ance studies underway in the several State highway department all contriQ.ute
to fill in, gradually, some of the gaps.
The AASHO Committee on Design is currently in the process of converting the
basic scientific relationships of pavement performance and applied load , as dew
veloped on the AASHO RQad Test, into improved rational design methods for
pavements.
Pending the development of better tools, the State highway department DIU ,t
rely on those that are available. Certain assumptions must be made and an
empirical approach used, based on the best professional highway engineering
judgement and experience available.
In other words there is no magic formula, where certain figure. can be inserted and a definite answer as to pavement type required will re.ult.

Governing Factors

To' avoid criticism, if that is possible, any decision as to paving type to be
used should be firmly based. Judicious and prudent consideration and evaluation
of the governing factors will result in a finn base for a decision on paving type.
A list of such factors comprises the following items:

1. Traffic
2. Soils characteristics
3. Weather
4. Performance of similar pavements in the area
5. .Economics or cost comparison
6. Adjacent existing pavements
7. , Stage construction
8. Depressed, surface, or elevated design
9. Highway system
10. Conservation of aggregates
11. Stimulation of competition
12. Construction considerations
13. Municipal preference and recognition of local industry
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14. Traffic Safety
15. Availability of and adaptations of IQcal materials or of local
ally produced paving mixes

mm rd-

In the following pages, these factors are discussed and grouped, 011 g.oup including all those which may be considered to have major influenc · , Dod the
second, those which have lesser, or only occasional influence. TIl · otde r of
magnitude of influence is to be considered interchangeable within h groups
and between the groups, as no single order is held to apply in all case
PRINCIPLE FACTORS

I. Traffic
The volume of passenger cars generally affects only the geometric or lone requirement. The percentage of commercial traffic and freqqency of h ovy load
application generally has the major direct effect on the structural de s i n of the
pavement. Existing heavy-duty highway~ constitute sufficient evidenc that both
flexible and rigid pavement designs can meet requIrements under giv n conditions.
If a cost comparison between competitive paving types is to be of v.alue, it
is imperative that the structural designs compared have equal capacity to carf}'
loads. Since the matter is one of basic economics, the cost com pad on must
also include not only the cost of original construction, but that of n eded per~
iodic repairs and routine maintenance over the service life of the pavement, and
an estimate as to what its probable useable salvage value will be at the end of
that time.
It must be conceded that in these important areas, some assumption still must
be made pending the results of current and further research developments not already available in guide form. When such assumptions are made, they must be
made by the best qualified personnel available.
Present legal load limits are, to all intents and purposes, frozen by the Fed- ,
eral-Aid Highway Act of 1956, and will remain until certain studies are presented
to the Congress for its consideration and further action.
Even accepting this restriction, it is reasonable and proper to make allowances
in the structural designs of pavements for possible future modest legal load increases as well as the occasional overloads, whether moving by special permit
or illegally, that are likely to use the pavement.
Currently, the AASHO Transport Committee is. preparing new proposed vehicle
weights and size regulations for consideration of the various States from data
received from the AASHO Road Test and other appropriate sources. The Transport Committee assignment is to develop recommended size and weights to give
an optimum balance between the best highway use and maximum highway life,
for toads and bridges .that can be furnished with the funds available for highway
purposes.
In the projection of the density and weight of future traffic that will likely
use the pavement during its lifetime, it is essential that not only normal increases be anticipated, but that consideration be given to the possibility of additional traffic being generated by potential industrial development or changes
in land use for the area served.
The construction of a modem highway may also divert large amounts of heavy
traffic, f:om other routes in the same broad traffic corridor , that should be considered by the designer.
.
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II. Soils Characteristics

Of paramount importance i th Obllity of a nativ
il, whi ch form tt. ubgrade for the pavemen t tructur in cut and on -mbankm nts , to with und p
plied l~ads. Even in given limit d ur u th inh r nt qu liti
of uch n flv
soils " are far from uniform, and th y or: furth r ubj t "d to v d lion hy th
influence of weather.
The characte ristics of native soil not only directly offect th pevem nt tru ..
ture design, but may, in certain CBS s, dictate the typ of p vern nt On mi lIy
justified for a g'ven location.
The evaluation of the characteristics of soil i , xiomatic lly, a requir ment
for each individual pavement structure d ign.
III. Weather

Weather affects subgrade as well as pavement w aring course. Th e amount of
rainfall, snow and ice, and frost penetration will s asonally influenc th b Qrin"g capacity of sub grade materials. Moisture, freezing and thawing, and wint r
cleadng operations will affect pavement wearing surfaces as to mainten onc costs, etc. These surfaces, in tum, will have some effect on the
of wint - r
clearing operations due to differences in thermal absQrption Of to th
bU'ty of
" the pavement to resist damage from snow and ice control equipment or m t ri Is .
In drawing upon performance record of pavements elsewhere, it is mo t important to take into consideration the conditions pertaining in the particular climatic
belt.
IV. Performance of Similar Pavements in the Area

To a large degree, the experience and judgment of the highway engineer is
based on the performance of pavements in the immediate area of his jurisdiction.
Past performance is a valuable guide, provided there is good correlation between
conditions and service requirements between the reference pavements and the
designs under study. This factor should not be allowed to develop into blind
prejudice. Caution must be urged against reliance on short-term performance
records, and on those long-term records of pavements which may have been subjected to much lighter loadings for a large portion of their present life. The need
for periodic reanalysis is apparent.
V. Cost Comparison

In any cost comparison of paving types, the matter of availability of local or
commercially produced materials, and the existence and proximity of manufacturing or processing plants will be of significant importance.
Unavoidably, there will be instances where the financial circumstances are
such as to make first cost the dominant factor in paving type selection even
though greater maintenance costs may be involved later. Where circumstances
permit, a better and more realistic measure would be the cost on the basis of
s,ervice life or service rendered by a pavement structure. Such cost computation
should reflec~original investment, anticipated life, maintenance expenditures,
and salvage value.
Original cost can be fairly accurately estimated. Doubt as to validity arises
in the case where on type of pavement has been given monopoly status by the
long-term exclusion of a competitive type.
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The highly deairable determinqtl on of coat on a •• rvlce life ba.i, I pre
sently adverse Iy affected by some incomplet. area l In needed far;t yg I Information. One such area II the life expectancy of different paving ty' fMt ,
a aecond, the matter of maintenance cOlh, and a , third, the salvag va lu
of , pavements.
With our present state of limited knowledge as to the effect of frequ ney of
heavy load applications, it is difficult to conceive of anything but an mplric 1
approach to the determination of life expectancy of a pavement. The B ur au of
Public Roads report "Lives of Highway Surf8ces~Half Century Trends" hows
a difference in' the probable life for rigid and flexible pavements. It is riot known
if these trends hold for the pavements currently being constructed for th mod to
heavier traffic loadings, such as will be involved for the National Syst m of Interstate and Defense Highways. The e)(perience of the individual state a to
r~
assignment of probable life expectancy of different paving types, under th
taining conditions, must for the present be accepted.
Assigned maintenance costs will seriously affect the cost comparisQn. If
these costs are to be considered wholly valid, they must be based-on accurately
kept, long-term maintenance records reflecting an established maintenanc t n ~
dard adhered to in practice. Since traffic and structural standards in th pas t
have been such variables, it is difficult to accurately evaluate main tenance
costs. This has not been a derelication of the highway official.
It is urged that the individua I states take the necessary steps to de velop
factual information from Interstate System of highways, which will b. valli ..
able in the years ahead. These highways are built to modern .tandard ••
Establishment of, and adherence to, a maintenance standard, supplem.nted
by accurate cost re~ording, wi II produce for the future more reliable data on
maintenance cost and life expectancy.
,
Salvage value to be ascribed to pavements is somewhat open to conjecture.
As it were, a large proportion of highway reconstruction involves changes in
alignment or gradient which negate the salvage value. Each project actually
must be considered individually.
SECONDARY FACTORS

I. Adiacent Existing Pavements

Provided. there is no radical change in conditions, the choice of paving type
on a highway may be influenced by existing sections thereof which have given
adequate ~ervice. This will result in a desirable continuity of pavement and
cQnsequent simplification of maintenance operations.
II. Stage Construction

Where financial circumstances dictate stage construction of the type of pavement, where a thinner wearing ,course is later brought up to design requirements
by an additional course or courses of wearing course material, flexible design
becomes mandatory.
III. Depressed, Surface, or Elevated Design

Depressed and surface design may involve a high . water table which will influence the choice of paving type. Elevated design, as in the case of approaches
to long bridges or viaducts with concrete decks, may influence the · decision in
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favor of rigid pavement to pres erve
de irable continuity of pavem nt ' u (
A depressed design, presenting som periodic possihl drainage problem , m y
also indicate the use of one type of pav m~nt over anothe r.

IV. Highway System
It is not considered good practice to let a system designation influ n
th
choice of paving type. Merits of the individual case and economics hould
prevail.

V. Conservation of Aggregates
This consideration may well have influence in choosing a paving typ wh ich
will involve, in the total pavement structure, less of the scarce critical m t · ri 1
than might be required by another type.

VI. Stimulation of Competition
It is desirable that monopoly s ituations be aVOided, and that improvc m nt in
products and methods be encouraged through continued and healthy com p tition
among industries involved in the production of paving materials.

VII. Construction Consideration
Such considerations as speed of construction, reduction of traffic maintenance
during construction, ease of replacement, anticipated future widening, need for
minimum of surface maintenance in highly congested locations, seasons of the
year when construction must be accomplished, and perhaps others may have a
strong i!lfluence on paving type selections in specific cases.

VIII. Municipal Preference, PartiCipating Local Government Preference and
Recognition of Local Industry
While these considerations seem outside of the realm of the highway engineer,
they cannot always be ignored by the highway administrator, especially if all
other factors involved are indecisive as to the pavement type to select.

IX. Traffic Safety
The particular characteristics of a wearing course surface, the need for delineation through pavement and shoulder contrast, reflectivity under highway
lighting, and the maintenance of a non-skid surface as affected by the available
materials may each influence the paving type selection in specific locations'.

X. Availability of and Adaptation of Local Materials or of Local Comm~rcially
Produced Paving Mixes .
The prevalence of adaptability of local materials may influence, or the availability of commercial produced mixes particularly on small projects, may influence the selection of pavement type.
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Conclusion . . .

In the foregoing, there have been listed and di scu ed those factors afllrl on ~
siderations which influe nce, to various de gree , th de termina tion of paving typ .
This has brought to the fore the need, in c rtain areas, for the de velopment uf
basic infonnation that is not availabl at present. It has also served tiO poi nt
out that, in gener91, conditions are so variable, and infhlences s ufficiently di
ferent from loc9lity to locality, to necess itate a s tudy of individual proj ct in
most instances.
The public, although a critical judge, cannot be expected to be ower of th
variety of considerations which influence the de cis ions of a highway adInin i •
trator.
Consequently whatever factors control the selection of the pavement typ
should be made part of the project file and should c;;arry the identity of th.
person or persons involved in the entire proce.1 of making recommendation .
and in making the final decisions. It is very important that the rea s on for
reaching the decision be fully documented in the prol_ct file.
The judgment of the decision may be disputed at some subsequent time, ,b ut if
the reasons are fully outlined and documented, the matter becomes only
dif~
ference of opinion and the reasons of the person or persons, who are resp on ihI
for the decision, are a matter of record for any future review or inves tigation
p
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